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Abstract 
Today’s employees expect to have access to business data in one, portable, mobile, familiar device with 

intuitive tools to quickly perform tasks. Bring-Your-Own-Device is the norm in many companies. If the 

enterprise wishes to provide BI to every end user, it must find and select a BI solution that is flexible, scalable 

and practical enough to function on all Smart Phones and Tablet Computing devices with all the features and 

functionality needed to manage the business at a strategic, operational and tactical level 
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Mobile Business Intelligence (BI): The Importance of On-The-Move Business Clarity and 

Agility  

This is the age of information and technology; an age where every business owner and manager understands 

the value of concise, current data and the importance of competitive advantage and an agile business 

environment. For a business to succeed, it is not enough for the executive or management team to understand 

the strategy, objectives and direction of the company.  

Today, every team member, end user and staff member in the company must have clear, concise information 

and a snapshot of the business that is aligned with the overall objectives and goals and allows them to see and 

manage their part in business success.  

If the business is to remain competitive, improve revenue, control expenses, target customer demographics 

and geographies and understand the performance of plan vs. actual, it must share business intelligence and 

performance information with every employee.  

This invaluable data can be used to plan for the future and to make swift, appropriate decisions and changes to 

counter competitive action and accommodate the changes in customer buying behavior and the changes in 

the market.  

To accomplish this information sharing goal, a company must gather, compile, analyze, monitor and manage 

information about products, customers, pricing, competition, markets, financials, inventory, shipping, sales, 

budgets, resources, training and more. 

A complicating factor in this scenario is that the pace of business competition and change is faster than ever. 

Market changes occur quickly, and businesses must hire and train resources with the right knowledge to do 

the job.  

Managers must organize and execute work, processes, priorities and resources and optimize processes and 

collaboration with partners, suppliers, stakeholders and customers to keep divisions, departments and teams 

on track and in sync. 

True Business Intelligence (BI) and Corporate Performance Management (CPM) can empower every team 

member in the business and provide accountability, objective metrics and powerful decision tools. Every 

business is challenged to meet revenue and stay within budget and in the past few decades, business 

managers have had to do more with less.  

There is never enough time to sort through spreadsheets, query databases, prepare accurate presentations, or 

design and develop reports or spreadsheets to display the data needed to make accurate decisions.  

To further complicate the issue, in most companies, the average technology user does not have the skills to 

develop complex report designs or query databases, nor do they have access to the information they truly 

need to manage their work or output. 

In the past, businesses used spreadsheets, report writers or reporting software to meet reporting and 

analytical needs. These techniques required analysts, experts or IT staff to review report requirements and find 

the time to design and develop a report. By the time the user got the information it was out of date and the 

report often contained incomplete data and was riddled with errors in formulae and assumptions.  
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There is no room or time for costly business mistakes or missteps in today’s market. To present lost market 

opportunity and ensure success, every business user needs access to true Business Intelligence while in the 

office or on the road.  

That business intelligence must be up to date and provide clarity – a goal that spreadsheets and report writers 

cannot achieve.  

Let’s look at the problem from the perspective of the average business user. 

 To make the business and users more productive, the enterprise must provide concise data that is 

easy to filter analyze and share. Too much data can be overwhelming and impossible to compile and 

analyze. Data that is out of date can cause incomplete or incorrect analysis. Clear, accurate data and 

simple tools that enable exception alerts to keep users abreast of results and allow them to easily find 

the root cause of problems, analyze trends and patterns and consider and select appropriate options.   

 To actively play a role in business success, contribute to the bottom line and align individual, team, 

department and divisional activities to corporate goals, users need to know where they fit in the 

equation.  

 To understand results and how they impact the overall success of the company, users need to see 

patterns, trends and issues in a way that makes sense to them and to their role. 

 To make accurate decisions and take appropriate action, users need an intuitive, unified view of 

integrated data from numerous sources and systems and the ability to create a view of data that is 

meaningful to their role at the operational, tactical or strategic level.  

 To stay abreast of rapidly changing business issues, users need to receive customized alerts when 

thresholds are met, and to monitor and analyze data and leverage sophisticated analytical techniques 

with tools that are simple enough for every user and allow them to drill down, drill through, and slice 

and dice analytics.  

 To satisfy management needs, create reports and analyze data without waiting for the assistance of 

busy IT staff or analysts, users must consider options and make decisions using clear reports and 

results that reveal patterns and trends and result in effective recommendations. 

 To accommodate user needs for up-to-date, accessible information in the changing world of global, 

mobile business, BI and CPM features and functionality must be portable and accessible with tools 

that leverage Smart Phone and Tablet Computing environments.  

The organization that provides a rich, mobile business intelligence environment equips itself to achieve results 

and competitive advantage by cascading critical goals and enhancing accountability with mobile Business 

Intelligence (BI) that is accessible and usable by every team member. 

Business Intelligence (BI) for Today’s Work Force  

Improved productivity, alignment, revenue and customer retention results from simplified gathering, sorting, 

filtering, ranking and personalization of integrated information from disparate sources can monitor details and 

receive meaningful, timely alerts of critical business issues no matter where the user is or when the issue 

arises.  
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When we consider the use of Business Intelligence and Corporate Performance Management in the business 

environment, there is one more critical factor that looms large. That factor is the use of Smart Phones, Tablet 

Computers and other portable devices in business.  

In decades past, the business user was issued a desktop computer or perhaps a laptop for work related tasks. 

Technology, legacy databases, systems, and all business applications were accessed through these devices with 

appropriate security and password protection to protect business data and address privacy issues.  

In today’s business environs many users practice BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) and expect to be able to use 

familiar, flexible tools on their device of choice.  

That device might be any Smart Phone brand or platform or it might be a tablet computer. The new mobile 

technology dynamic and user expectations have created a much different working environment than in years 

past.  

Business users do not want to carry multiple devices to address work needs. They expect portable, 

sophisticated tools that are suitable for mobile devices and allow them to travel light! 

For the business to satisfy user requirements  and expectations of they must provide flexible BI and CPM that 

offers a dependable, accessible, intuitive interface and allows the user to perform tasks, analyze data and 

receive and act on critical alerts while on the road, working in a home office or elsewhere. 

Regardless of the size of the business, the enterprise must stay abreast of workforce requirements and the 

new paradigms and methods used by team members and employees. Today’s work force is used to doing 

business via email, text, phone, and apps that allow swift, accurate collaboration and problem solving.  

The business that provides mobile business intelligence and ensures consistent access to powerful analytical 

tools, reports and information can ensure speed, accuracy, consistency, and business responsiveness, thereby 

improving empowerment and accountability among all business users and ensuring business alignment.  

Mobile business users can effectively contribute to the bottom line, solve problems, analyze information, 

make changes before an issue becomes a problem, and ensure a competitive advantage, improved revenue 

and increased customer satisfaction and retention. Portable BI and CPM makes the enterprise more 

productivity and better optimizes resources and time. 

In order to provide an edge in the market, the enterprise must carefully consider Business Intelligence (BI) 

solutions and choose a vendor and suite that offers appropriate modules and tools without sacrificing 

features, functionality or intuitive usability and organization of information and tools. 

Consider the mobile BI requirements and needs of the average enterprise. In order to build a portable, 

accessible BI foundation and provide appropriate tools to monitor and improve business in a mobile 

environment, the enterprise must consider numerous factors.  

The selected solution must satisfy the needs of the business and address the requirements of users, team 

leaders, managers, executives, stakeholders, suppliers, and partners and achieve strategic, operational and 

tactical goals to sell products and services and build a larger customer base. 
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Mobile BI user requirements include: 

 Enterprise scale performance for all data and usage volumes, multiple platforms and mobile devices  

 Simple end-user tools with powerful functionality in a self-serve, browser-based environment 

 A foundation within which to build a community of knowledge workers with self-serve tools 

 Interactive, intuitive scorecards, dashboards, analytics, exception alerts, and automated tools 

 Accelerated, accurate decision-making with full transparency into issues and results 

 Secured data and user access 

 Produces clear, intuitive, up-to-date, validated data 

 Ensures automated, seamless consolidation and analysis of data 

 Ensures consistency and delivers the latest data and analytics with single click updates 

 Provides an intuitive environment that is easily manageable for all users 

 Offers reliable reporting and elegant, stunning graphs, charts, gauges and dashboard views 

 Provides true data sharing and collaboration using a Delivery and Publishing scheduling  

 Timely delivery of reports in formats like XLS, PDF, or plain text, via folders, portal and e-mail 

 Easy-to-use, sophisticated analytical tools (slice and dice, drill down, drill through) 

Mobile BI provides numerous benefits for the enterprise and meets critical requirements for the business: 

 Enterprise scale performance on mobile devices 

 Supports current work practices and Bring-Your-Own-Device user expectations Affordable, practical 

tools for end users that require no IT or analytical expertise 

 Powerful functionality in a self-serve, browser-based environment 

 Full suite of modules to satisfy every CPM and BI need 

 Flexible, reusable, manageable solution that is scalable for growth 

 Minimized report development cost, and decreased consultant and IT cost and resource involvement 

 Reduced burden on IT infrastructure and on IT resources 

 Quick start and deployment with minimal training 

 Flexible on-premises or hosted, Software as a Service (SaaS) implementation and deployment 

 Strategic contribution with a low total cost of ownership (TCO) 

 Secured data and users access to protect proprietary info and user information 

 Mobile access in the office and on the road 

 Clear, intuitive, up-to-date, validated data 

 Foundation for data integration from numerous enterprise system sources 

 Automated, seamless consolidation and analysis of data 

 Reliable reporting and elegant, stunning graphs, charts, gauges and dashboard views 

 Compliant with all security frameworks  

 Features powerful data operations and aggregation functions 

The Business Benefits of Cross-Platform Accessibility and Mobile BI 

The enterprise that acquires mobile BI achieves scalable, innovative technology, and state-of-the-art 

architecture to satisfy every team member no matter what their location, time zone, role or responsibility.  

 

When the BI solution is integrated across the enterprise with best-of-breed, legacy systems, ERP, contact and 

sales systems, HR, supply chain and other systems, spreadsheets and data sources, it provides a powerful, 

critical set of tools to enable every user and improve business results.  

 

Flexible, browser-based architecture that provides mobile access to scorecards, dashboards, cross-tab OLAP, 

graphical OLAP, automated delivery and publishing agent, and forecasting algorithms ensures simple, self-

service reporting and analysis with no technical or programming intervention and can adapt to the changing 

needs of every user and of the market and the business landscape. 
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Key decision makers are empowered with immediate access to robust, simple-to-use analytical tools to 

explore, sort, filter and analyze a large volume of data with complete insight into trends, patterns, 

opportunities and challenges and the ability to quickly analyze the root cause of a problem and resolve that 

problem before it presents a critical business challenge.  

 

There are numerous benefits to a cross-platform, accessible, mobile BI solution that allows user access via 

Smart Phone and Tablet Computing Devices. 

 

 Users can use mobile devices in a business environment and be more productive by using familiar 

mobile devices and tablets  

 

 A Mobile BI solution is designed to run on all popular standard platforms and frameworks without 

customization 

 

 No user is restricted by the inability to access critical information 

 

 A flexible, standardized mobile BI environment simplifies system integration to leverage existing IT 

infrastructure and technologies 

 

 Mobile BI is scalable enough to satisfy enterprise growth, global usage and language requirements 

 

 Mobile BI provides a secure environment that is compatible with user authentication directory 

systems 

 

 Minimum training requirements and a user-friendly environment ensures user adoption, low TCO and 

swift ROI 

 

 Mobile BI ensures seamless capacity for international use 

 

 Mobile BI improves business clarity and agility and the accuracy of decisions, course correction and 

changes in strategy or goals.   

 

 Mobile access to BI and CPM while on the road, in a home office, or any other location ensures that 

users can be more productive and informed. The business can leverage critical market opportunities, 

achieve results, stay on schedule and stay within a budget  

 

 A mobile BI foundation that is accessible to all users satisfies the new user paradigm and provides 

sophisticated and average users with the tools they need to perform  

 

 Improves user satisfaction and adoption with access from anywhere and Bring-Your-Own-Device 

accommodation 

 

  An enterprise must recognize the need for critical information, employee accountability and 

empowerment. It must also recognize the rapid pace of change and market competition and respond 

swiftly and effectively to attract and retain customers and hire, train and retain skilled staff members. 
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If an organization can satisfy the expectations of team members who are used to having information at their 

fingertips and provide improved results and response time in the bargain, it is much more likely to be 

successful in its market of choice and to give its employees the tools they need to do their part and achieve 

goals and objectives. 

 

In this mobile business environment, the enterprise that recognizes the need for immediate, mobile, accurate, 

concise business intelligence and the role of every employee in business success is the enterprise that will win 

in the market. 

 

Conclusion 

Nearly every company recognizes the need for Business Intelligence and Corporate Performance Management. 

When the business is considering a BI and/or CPM solution, it is critical to select a solution that has all of the 

features, functionality and modules required to meet the demands of a rapidly changing business landscape.  

It is also critical to satisfy the needs of end users by providing a practical, simple-to-use, accessible BI solution 

that can provide data and information to support decisions and present information in a way that is 

immediately accessible and meaningful to every end user.  

Today’s employees expect to have access to business data in one, portable, mobile, familiar device with 

intuitive tools to quickly perform tasks. Bring-Your-Own-Device is the norm in many companies.  

If the enterprise wishes to provide BI to every end user, it must find and select a BI solution that is flexible, 

scalable and practical enough to function on all Smart Phones and Tablet Computing devices with all the 

features and functionality needed to manage the business at a strategic, operational and tactical level.  

The mobile BI solution must be browser-based and provide a cross-platform foundation that will scale and run 

on all popular mobile devices. It must be easy to use and satisfy reporting, presentation, analysis and problem 

resolution requirements without the assistance of an IT staff member or analyst.  

In summary, mobile BI and CPM must be available to every user on every portable device or it cannot provide 

the power and foundation an enterprise needs to achieve its goals and succeed in the market.  
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About ElegantJ BI 
ElegantJ BI Business Intelligence and Corporate Performance Management suite provides sophisticated, 

powerful tools in an easy-to-use interface that can be leveraged by every user without the assistance of IT staff 

or analysts. ElegantJ BI benefits the enterprise with a short implementation cycle that is completed in weeks - 

rather than months or years - and ensures swift return on investment, and low total cost of ownership. 

 

ElegantJ BI is a unified, 100% browser-based software suite that provides comprehensive, sophisticated  
business intelligence tools including balanced scorecards, dashboards, key performance indicators, sensitivity 
and impact analysis, forecasting and predictive analysis, cross-tab OLAP, graphical OLAP, exception alerts, as 
well as a publishing and delivery agent, reporting, and data extraction, transformation and cube management. 
 
With this BI suite, every organization can gather, compile, filter and analyze data and achieve complete insight 
into the root cause of problems. Users can personalize views to present information in a way that is 
meaningful to their roles and job function. 
 
Our clients can achieve true business intelligence, attract and retain customers, build a competitive market 
advantage, increase revenue and decrease operating expenses. Our BI tools and features ensure clear, concise 
data analysis and user access to critical information resulting in more confident decisions and consistent, 
dependable achievement of goals and objectives at the strategic, tactical and operational level. 
 

The ElegantJ BI solution is based on industry standard enterprise architecture and supports interoperability 
with most popular platforms, frameworks, operating systems and data sources. ElegantJ BI solutions are 
simple, practical, and affordable and are supported by cost-effective on-premises or hosted, Software as a 
Service (SaaS) licensing options for worry free maintenance, upgrade and support.  
 
ElegantJ BI is used by clients around the world and is suitable for businesses of all sizes, and all functions and 
industries. Our BI and CPM solutions are designed for mobile access supporting all popular Smart Phones and 
Tablet Computing devices and enabling users to access business intelligence in the office or while on move. 
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